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Choosing the right crowdfunding platform is an early decision that holds some people up, but it doesnâ€™t
need to. Take this 2-minute quiz to get my personal recommendation, based on your answers (no email
required).
Step-by-Step Guide to Launching a Successful Kickstarter
Kickstarter is an American public-benefit corporation based in Brooklyn, New York, that maintains a global
crowdfunding platform focused on creativity and merchandising. The company's stated mission is to "help
bring creative projects to life". Kickstarter has reportedly received more than $4 billion in pledges from 15.5
million backers to fund 257,000 creative projects, such as films, music ...
Kickstarter - Wikipedia
Double Fine and 2 Player Productions is raising funds for Double Fine Adventure on Kickstarter! An
adventure game from Tim Schafer, Double Fine, and YOU!
Double Fine Adventure by Double Fine and 2 Player
Fintech brings about a new paradigm in which information technology is driving innovation in the financial
industry. Fintech is touted as a game changing, disruptive innovation capable of shaking up traditional
financial markets.
Fintech: Ecosystem, business models, investment decisions
Vacation ($7,800): Some will say that spending three weeks of vacation is a luxury, but I say spending three
weeks of vacation is normal for two working parents who want to keep their sanity.When I left my job in
banking at age 34, I had been taking six weeks of vacation each year for three consecutive years and I took
every day I was allowed off.
Why Households Need To Earn $300,000 To Live A Middle
The sharing economy and on-demand services are weaving their way into the lives of many Americans,
raising difficult issues around jobs, regulation and the potential emergence of a new digital divide.
The New Digital Economy: Shared, Collaborative and On Demand
Anti-Corruption: The Global Fight is a new handbook from IIP Publications that outlines the kinds of
corruption, their effects, and the ways that people and governments combat corruption through legislative and
civil society actions.
IIP Publications
Earn competitive dividends on your entire daily balance. DCU Dividend Checking is an interest-bearing
checking account that has three levels of benefits.
Dividend Checking | Interest Checking | DCU | MA | NH
Subscribe now and save, give a gift subscription or get help with an existing subscription.
Hearst Magazines
Hidden Figures is a 2016 American biographical drama film directed by Theodore Melfi and written by Melfi
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and Allison Schroeder.It is loosely based on the non-fiction book of the same name by Margot Lee Shetterly
about black female mathematicians who worked at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) during the Space Race.The film stars Taraji P. Henson as Katherine Johnson, a ...
Hidden Figures - Wikipedia
The IRS says you can contribute up to $54,000 in your tax-deferred Self-Employed 401(k) for 2017, a $1,000
increase from 2016. If youâ€™re at least age 50, then you can make an additional $6,000 catch-up
contribution, which increases your limit to $60,000.
How Much Can I Contribute To My Self-Employed 401(k) Plan?
Get the expert information needed to run your business more effectively. From Finance to Marketing to
Insurance, you'll find it in The Hartford's Business Owner's Playbook.
The Hartford's Business Owner's Playbook - Advice & Resources
Dognition has garnered global media attention for its assessments that help you understand how dogs see
the world. Find news articles, blog posts, videos and handouts here.
Dognition | Dognition in the News
Adverity is an online marketing data analytics and reporting platform. Advertisers and marketing agencies use
the platform to analyse real-time data from multiple popular marketing tools alongside offline data â€“ such as
Excel spreadsheets â€“ to deliver insights into their marketing activities.
Visionaries - Speedinvest
02 Market and Industry Trends. Relatively inflexible baseload generators, such as coal and nuclear power
plants, have always been complemented by FLEXIBLE GENERATION to adapt the electricity supply to
time-variable demand. Hydropower and other dispatchable renewables such as bio-power, and concentrating
solar thermal power (CSP) with thermal storage offer flexible renewable energy generation ...
02 Market and Industry Trends
The Family & Medical Leave Act (FMLA) requires that any employer with more than 50 employees provide
time off for maternity, pregnancy disability leaves & family deaths.
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
Like children, organizations typically go through different phases. Discover the five phases of the
organizational life cycle, from start-up to decline. Organizations go through cycles and phases. After start-up
comes growth followed by decline and even failure.
The Five Phases of the Organizational Life Cycle
Need more money but don't have extra hours in your day? Good news: there's a such thing as making money
while you sleep, and I can help you start earning it today. I've put together a list of my best passive income
ideas - legit ways to capitalize on your passions and strengths to earn extra income without investing time
and energy.
Passive Income Ideas: 21 You Can Start Today [and actually
HSG Impact Award 2018: Mobile Coach. Mobile Coach is an open software platform. It is intended to
facilitate behaviour-oriented interventions for patients with various health challenges, for example in the areas
of physical activity, diet behaviour, stress or pain management.
University of St.Gallen | University of St.Gallen
This story originally appeared on Ensia.. A few palm trees stand strong in the salty breeze. Located on the
southern tip of the Pacific island chain of Hawaii, Kamilo Beach is an isolated stretch of black volcanic
shoreline in the middle of nowhere.
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What will it take to get plastics out of the ocean? | GreenBiz
Armenians are an ethno-linguistic-religious group distinct from their surrounding neighbors. They have their
own church, the Armenian Apostolic Church, which was founded in the 1st century CE, and became in 301
CE the first branch of Christianity to become a state religion.
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